Clinical and automated gait analysis in patients with vestibular, cerebellar, and functional gait disorders: perspectives and limitations.
This article outlines recent developments in the clinical and automated assessment of neurological gait disorders. With a primary focus on vestibular, cerebellar, and functional gait disorders, we discuss how instrumented gait examination may assist clinical decision making in these disorders with respect to the initial differential diagnosis and prognosis as well as the objective monitoring of disease progression and therapeutic interventions. We delineate strategies for data handling and analysis of quantitative gait examinations that can facilitate the clinical characterization and interpretation of walking impairments. These strategies include data normalization and dimensionality reduction procedures. We further emphasize the value of a comprehensive, standardized gait assessment protocol. Accordingly, the examination of walking conditions that challenge patients with respect to their biomechanical, sensory, or cognitive resources are particularly helpful to disclose and characterize the causes underlying their gait impairment. Finally, we provide a perspective on the emerging implementation of pattern recognition approaches within the framework of clinical management of gait disorders and discuss their potential to assist clinical decision making with respect to the differential diagnosis and the prognosis of fall risk in individual patients.